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Approach to this presentation
• Mixed approach to article identification:
– Started with structured approach
• (akin to ACP “update” sessions)

– Augment with “what seemed interesting” approach

• Learned a lot from doing this last five years
– Tracked manuscripts throughout the year
– Intended to spread work out…
…still worked down to the wire

• So, what was my approach…

Source of Content for Session
• Literature review:
– Initial search by MESH terms:
• "Biomedical Research"[Mesh] AND "Informatics"[Mesh] AND
"2016/01/01"[PDat] : "2017/02/01"[Pdat]
• Resulted in 458 articles
• Limiting to English and Abstracts: 374

– Additional articles found via:
• Recommendations from colleagues
• Other keyword searches using terms like:
– Clinical Trials, Clinical Research iInformatics, Translational, Data
Warehouse, Research Registries, Recruitment, Learning Health
System

• Yielding 426 total, from which 201 were CRI relevant

– From those, I’ve selected ~47 representative papers that I’ll
present here (briefly)

Clinical and Translational Research & Informatics:
T1, T2, and Areas of Overlap for Informatics
Shaded CRI Region is Main Area of Focus

Embi & Payne, JAMIA 2009

Session caveats
• What this is not…
– A systematic review of the literature
– An exhaustive review

• What this is…
– My best attempt at briefly covering some of the
representative CRI literature from the past year
– A snap-shot of excellent CRI activity over past year+
– What I thought was particularly notable

Topics
• Grouped 47 articles into several CRI categories
(admittedly, not all CRI areas)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Data Sharing, and Re-Use
CRI Methods and Approaches
Recruitment and Eligibility
EHRs and Learning Health Systems
PROs, PHRs, and Patient Perspectives
Education and Training in CRI
Policy & Perspectives

• In each category, I’ll highlight a few key articles
and then given a quick(er) “shout out” to others
• Conclude with notable events from the past year

Apologies up front
• I’m CERTAIN I’ve missed a lot of great work
• I’m REALLY SORRY about that

Clinical Data Sharing and ReUse for Research

A Harmonized Data Quality Assessment
Terminology and Framework for the Secondary
Use of Electronic Health Record Data
(Kahn MG, et al. eGEMs 2016)
• Data quality essential to all we do…
• Objective: Harmonized data quality (DQ) assessment
terms, methods, and reporting practices can establish a
common understanding of the strengths and limitations of
electronic health record (EHR) data for operational
analytics, quality improvement, and research.
– Existing published DQ terms harmonized to a comprehensive
unified terminology with definitions and examples and organized
into a conceptual framework to support a common approach to
defining whether EHR data is ‘fit’ for specific uses.

A Harmonized Data Quality Assessment
Terminology and Framework for the Secondary
Use of Electronic Health Record Data
(Kahn MG, et al. eGEMs 2016)
•

Methods: DQ publications, informatics and analytics experts,
managers of established DQ programs, and operational manuals from
several mature EHR-based research networks were reviewed to
identify potential DQ terms and categories.
– Two face-to-face stakeholder meetings to vet an initial set of DQ terms
and definitions that were grouped into an overall conceptual framework.
– Feedback received from data producers and users -> draft set of
harmonized DQ terms and categories. Iterative refinement.
– Harmonized terminology and logical framework’s inclusiveness was
evaluated against ten published DQ terminologies.

•

Follow-up manuscript to prior work (highlighted last year) on DQ
reporting by group…

A Harmonized Data Quality Assessment Terminology
and Framework for the Secondary Use of Electronic
Health Record Data
(Kahn MG, et al. eGEMs 2016)

A Harmonized Data Quality Assessment
Terminology and Framework for the Secondary
Use of Electronic Health Record Data
(Kahn MG, et al. eGEMs 2016)
• Results: Existing DQ terms harmonized and organized
into a framework by defining
• Three DQ categories:
– (1) Conformance
– (2) Completeness
– (3) Plausibility and

• Two DQ assessment contexts:
– (1) Verification
– (2) Validation.

• Conformance and Plausibility categories were further
divided into subcategories.

A Harmonized Data Quality Assessment Terminology
and Framework for the Secondary Use of Electronic
Health Record Data (Kahn MG, et al. eGEMs 2016)

A Harmonized Data Quality Assessment Terminology
and Framework for the Secondary Use of Electronic
Health Record Data
(Kahn MG, et al. eGEMs 2016)

A Harmonized Data Quality Assessment
Terminology and Framework for the Secondary
Use of Electronic Health Record Data
(Kahn MG, et al. eGEMs 2016)
•

Existing DQ concepts, community input, and expert review informed
the development of a distinct set of terms, organized into categories
and subcategories.
– Result: DQ terms that encompassed a wide range of disparate DQ
terminologies.
– Operational definitions developed to provide guidance for
implementing DQ assessment procedures.
– The resulting structure is an inclusive DQ framework for standardizing
DQ assessment and reporting.
– Beyond EHR data: the new terminology may be applicable to a wide
range of electronic health data such as administrative, research, and
patient-reported data.

•

Conclusion: A consistent, common DQ terminology, organized
into a logical framework, is an initial step in enabling data owners
and users, patients, and policy makers to evaluate and
communicate data quality findings in a well-defined manner with
a shared vocabulary.

Characterizing treatment pathways at scale
using the OHDSI network.
(Hripcsak G, et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci. 2016)
•

Observational research critically important and growing.

•

Understanding the diversity of populations and the variance in care is key to high quality
observations research.

•

The Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) collaboration created
an international data network with 11 data sources from 4 countries, including EHRs
and administrative claims data on 250 million patients.

•

Treatment pathways were elucidated for type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, and
depression.
– Pathways revealed that the world is moving toward more consistent therapy over time
across diseases and across locations, but significant heterogeneity remains among
sources, pointing to challenges in generalizing clinical trial results.
– Diabetes favored a single first-line medication, metformin, to a much greater extent than
hypertension or depression.
– About 10% of diabetes and depression patients and almost 25% of hypertension patients
followed a treatment pathway that was unique within the cohort.
– Large-scale international observational research is feasible.

Characterizing treatment
pathways at scale using
the OHDSI network.
(Hripcsak G, et al. Proc
Natl Acad Sci. 2016)

Last year: Birth Month Affects Lifetime Disease Risk: A
Phenome Wide Study (Bowland, MR, et al. JAMIA. 2015)

Birth Month Affects Lifetime Disease Risk: A Phenome
Wide Study (Bowland, MR, et al. JAMIA. 2015)
•

•

•

Results: We found
55 diseases that
were significantly
dependent on birth
month.
Of these 19 were
previously reported in
the literature
(P < .001), 20 were
for conditions with
close relationships to
those reported, and
16 were previously
unreported. We found
distinct incidence
patterns across
disease categories.

Birth Month Affects Lifetime Disease Risk: A Phenome
Wide Study (Bowland, MR, et al. JAMIA. 2015)
• Conclusions: Lifetime disease risk is affected by birth
month.
• Seasonally dependent early developmental mechanisms
may play a role in increasing lifetime risk of disease.

This year: Hypothesis-Free Search for Connections
between Birth Month and Disease Prevalence in Large,
Geographically Varied Cohorts.
(Boris JP. AMIA Annu Symp Proc. Feb 2017)
• Replicate and extend the Season-wide Association Study
(SeaWAS) of Boland, et al. using Explorys database
• Used methodology similar to that implemented by Boland
on three geographically distinct cohorts, for a total of
11.8 million individuals derived from multiple data
sources.
• Some important differences noted that are illustrative of
why we need to do this work…

This year: Hypothesis-Free Search for Connections
between Birth Month and Disease Prevalence in Large,
Geographically Varied Cohorts.
(Boris JP. AMIA Annu Symp Proc. Feb 2017)
•
•
•
•

Confirmed 11 out of 16 literature-supported birth month associations
as compared to 7 of 16 for SeaWAS.
Of the 9 novel cardiovascular birth month associations discovered
by SeaWAS, they were able to replicate 4.
None of the novel non-cardiovascular associations discovered
by SeaWAS emerged as significant relations in our study.
We identified 30 birth month disease associations not previously
reported, but…
– Of those, only 6 associations were validated in more than one cohort.

•

Suggestion: differences in cohort composition and location can
cause consequential variation in results of hypothesis-free searches

•
•

Why we need larger data sets and replication
This is CRI science!!

Other notable papers in this (Sharing/Reuse)
category:
•

Common data elements for secondary use of electronic health
record data for clinical trial execution and serious adverse
event reporting
(Bruland P, et al. BMC Medical Research Methology. 2016)
– Objective: Determine the most commonly used data elements in clinical
trials and their availability in hospital EHR systems to enable re-use
– Methods: Case report forms for 23 clinical trials in differing disease
areas analyzed. Involved academic and trial experts from the European
pharmaceutical industry, data elements compiled for all disease areas
and with special focus on the reporting of adverse events. Part of the
EHR4CR project.
– Results: 133 unique data elements. 50 elements congruent with a
published data inventory for patient recruitment and 83 new elements
were identified for clinical trial execution, including adverse reporting.
– Conclusions: Helpful advance to know what data elements are
frequently available even as more specialized elements are not. Informs
changes to systems to enable re-use

Other notable papers in this
(Sharing/Reuse) category:
•

Report of data re-use in specific specialty domains is exploding.

•

One set of examples from recent issue in a Rheumatology journal:
– Michaud K. The National Data Bank for Rheumatic Diseases (NDB).
Clin ExpRheumatol. 2016
– Hetland ML, et al. Using an electronic platform interactively to
improve treatmentoutcome in patients with rheumatoid arthritis: new
developments from the DANBIOregistry. Clin Exp Rheumatol. 2016
– Bergstra SA, et al. Ten years of METEOR (an international rheumatoid
arthritis registry): development, researchopportunities and future
perspectives. Clin Exp Rheumatol. 2016
– Francisco M, et al. Overview of the American College of
Rheumatology's Electronic Health Record-Enabled Registry: The
Rheumatology Informatics System for Effectiveness (RISE). Clin Exp
Rheumatol. 2016

CRI Methods and Approaches

A data-driven concept schema for defining
clinical research data needs
(Hrubya GW, et al. IJMI. 2016)
• Objectives: The Patient, Intervention,
Control/Comparison, and Outcome (PICO) framework is
an effective technique for framing a clinical question.
• Aim to develop the counterpart of PICO to structure
clinical research data needs.
• Methods: Data-driven approach to abstracting key
concepts representing clinical research data needs by
adapting and extending an expert-derived framework
(Carpenter) originally developed for defining cancer
research data needs..

A data-driven concept schema for defining
clinical research data needs
(Hrubya GW, et al. IJMI. 2016)

A data-driven concept schema for defining
clinical research data needs
(Hrubya GW, et al. IJMI. July 2016)

A data-driven concept schema for defining
clinical research data needs
(Hrubya GW, et al. IJMI. July 2016)
• Results: Data-driven schema preserved 68% of the 63
classes from the original (qualitatively developed)
framework and covered 88% (73/82) of the classes
proposed by evaluators.
• Class coverage for participants of different backgrounds
ranged from 60% to 100% with a median value of 95%
agreement among the individual evaluators.
• CONCLUSIONS: Informs improvements
to research data needs communication between
researchers and informaticians.

Other notable papers in this
(Methods/Approaches) category:
•

An Outcome-Weighted Network Model for Characterizing
Collaboration
Carson MB, et al. PLoS One 2016
– Developed Shared Positive Outcome Ratio (SPOR), a novel parameter
that quantifies the concentration of positive outcomes between a pair of
healthcare providers over a set of shared patient encounters.
– Graph analytics of the impacts of collaboration, showing that analysis of
EHR data can find interactions that are missed by conventional in person
interviews and that some collaborations impact quality more than others.

•

Validating the extract, transform, load process used to populate a
large clinical research database (Denney MJ, et al. IJMI. Oct 2016)
– Nice case study of necessary but often challenging validation of EHR data
for re-use in research

Other notable papers in this
(Methods/Approaches) category:
•

Applying probabilistic temporal and multisite data quality control
methods to a public health mortality registry in Spain: a systematic
approach to quality control of repositories (Saez C, et al. JAMIA. 2016)
– Presentation of a systematic approach to assessing temporal and multisite
variability
– Changes in protocols, differences in populations, biased practices, or other
systematic DQ problems affected data variability.
– Even if semantic and integration aspects are addressed in data sharing
infrastructures, probabilistic variability may still be present.
– Solutions include fixing or excluding data and analyzing different sites or time
periods separately.

•

The INTEGRATE project: Delivering solutions for efficient multi-centric
clinical research and trials (Kondylakis H. et al. JBI 2016)
– Presentation of how the INTEGRATE consortium has approached important
challenges such as the integration of multi-scale biomedical data in the context of
post-genomic clinical trials, the development of predictive models and the
implementation of tools to facilitate the efficient execution of postgenomic multicentric clinical trials in breast cancer. Lessons learned also discussed.

Other notable papers in this (Methods/Approaches)
category:
•

From Excessive Journal Self-Cites to Citation Stacking:
Analysis of Journal Self-Citation Kinetics in Search for
Journals, Which Boost Their Scientometric Indicators.
(Heneberg P. PLoS One. 2016)
– Bibliometric indicators increasingly affect careers, funding, and
reputation of individuals, their institutions and journals themselves.
– In contrast to author self-citations, little is known about kinetics of journal
self-citations.
– Hypothesis: there will be a generalizable pattern within particular
research fields or across multiple fields.
• Analyzed self-cites to 60 journals from three research fields:
(multidisciplinary sciences, parasitology, and information science)

– Also hypothesized that kinetics of journal self-citations and citations
received from other journals of the same publisher may differ from
foreign citations.
• Analyzed the journals published the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Nature Publishing Group, and Editura Academiei
Române.

– Findings…

Other notable papers in this (Methods/Approaches):
•

•

From Excessive Journal Self-Cites to Citation Stacking:
Analysis of Journal Self-Citation Kinetics in Search for
Journals, Which Boost Their Scientometric Indicators.
(Heneberg P. PLoS One. 2016)
Findings: although the kinetics of journal self-cites is generally faster
compared to foreign cites, it shows some field-specific
characteristics.
– Particularly in information science journals, the initial increase in a
share of journal self-citations during post-publication year 0 was
completely absent.
– Self-promoting journal self-citations of top-tier journals have rather
indirect but negligible direct effects on bibliometric indicators, affecting
just the immediacy index and marginally increasing the impact factor
itself as long as the affected journals are well established in their fields.
– In contrast, other forms of journal self-citations and citation stacking may
severely affect the impact factor, or other citation-based indices.
– …

Other notable papers in this (Methods/Approaches):
•

•

From Excessive Journal Self-Cites to Citation Stacking:
Analysis of Journal Self-Citation Kinetics in Search for
Journals, Which Boost Their Scientometric Indicators.
(Heneberg P. PLoS One. 2016)
Findings: (continued)
– Identified network consisting of three Romanian physics
journals Proceedings of the Romanian Academy, Series A, Romanian
Journal of Physics, and Romanian Reports in Physics, which displayed
low to moderate ratio of journal self-citations, but which multiplied
recently their impact factors, and were mutually responsible for
55.9%, 64.7% and 63.3% of citations within the impact factor
calculation window to the three journals, respectively.
– They did not receive nearly any network self-cites prior impact factor
calculation window, and their network self-cites decreased sharply after
the impact factor calculation window.
– Journal self-citations and citation stacking requires increased
attention and elimination from citation indices.

From Excessive Journal Self-Cites to Citation Stacking:
Analysis of Journal Self-Citation Kinetics in Search for
Journals, Which Boost Their Scientometric Indicators.
Heneberg P. PLoS One. 2016
Fig 1. Kinetics of journal self-cites and foreign cites. Fig 2. Share of journal self-cites among total cites.

Other notable papers in this
(Methods/Approaches) category
•

Two related to Reproducibility:

•

Reproducible Research Practices and Transparency across the
Biomedical Literature. Iqbal SA, et al. PLoS Biol. 2016.
– Studied random sample of 441 biomedical journal articles published in 2000–
2014. Only one study provided a full protocol and none made all raw data
directly available. Replication studies were rare (n = 4), and only 16 studies
had their data included in a subsequent systematic review or meta-analysis.
– The majority of studies did not mention anything about funding or
conflicts of interest.
– The percentage of articles with no statement of conflict decreased
substantially between 2000 and 2014 (94.4% in 2000 to 34.6% in 2014); the
percentage of articles reporting statements of conflicts (0% in 2000, 15.4% in
2014) or no conflicts (5.6% in 2000, 50.0% in 2014) increased.
– Articles published in journals in the clinical medicine category versus other
fields were almost twice as likely to not include any information on funding and
to have private funding.

Other notable papers in this
(Methods/Approaches) category
• No publication without confirmation. Mogil JS &
Macleod MR. Nature 2017.
– Propose a new kind of paper that combines the
flexibility of basic research with the rigor of clinical
trials.

Other notable papers in this
(Methods/Approaches) category
• Bias in the reporting of sex and age in biomedical research
on mouse models. (Flórez-Vargas O. et al. Elife. 2016)
• Text mining to study 15,311 research papers in which mice were
the focus of the study.
– Finding: Only about 50% of the papers published in 2014 reported
these two variables.
– Multiple levels of sex-bias:
• Strongest male-bias was observed in cardiovascular disease
models
• Strongest female-bias was found in infectious disease models.
– Conclusions: text mining can contribute to the ongoing debate
about the reproducibility of research, and confirm the need to
continue efforts to improve reporting of experimental methods
– Challenges with gender documentation aren’t just a human thing

Participant Recruitment and
Eligibility

Sense and readability: participant information
sheets for research studies.
(Ennis L, et al. Psychiatry. 2016)
• BACKGROUND: Informed consent in research is partly
achieved through the use of information sheets. There is a
perception however that these information sheets are long and
complex. The recommended reading level for patient
information is grade 6, or 11-12 years old.
• AIMS: To investigate whether the readability of participant
information sheets has changed over time, whether particular
study characteristics are related to poorer readability and
whether readability and other study characteristics are related
to successful study recruitment. Method: We obtained 522
information sheets from the UK National Institute for Health
Research Clinical Research Network: Mental Health portfolio
database and study principal investigators. Readability was
assessed with the Flesch reading index and the Grade level
test.

Sense and readability: participant information
sheets for research studies.
(Ennis L, et al. Psychiatry. 2016)
• RESULTS: Information sheets increased in length over the
study period. The mean grade level across all information
sheets was 9.8, or 15-16 years old. A high level of patient
involvement was associated with more recruitment success and
studies involving pharmaceutical or device interventions were
the least successful. The complexity of information sheets had
little bearing on successful recruitment.
• CONCLUSIONS: Information sheets are far more complex than
the recommended reading level of grade 6 for patient
information. The disparity may be exacerbated by an increasing
focus on legal content.
• Researchers would benefit from clear guidance from ethics
committees on writing succinctly and accessibly and how to
balance the competing legal issues with the ability of
participants to understand what a study entails.

Automated eligibility screening and monitoring for
genotype-driven precision oncology trials
(Eubank MH, et al. JAMIA 2016)
•

The Information Systems Department at Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center developed the DARWIN Cohort Management System
(DCMS). The DCMS identifies and tracks cohorts of patients based on
genotypic and clinical data. It assists researchers and treating
physicians in enrolling patients to genotype-matched IRB-approved
clinical trials.

•

The DCMS sends automated, actionable, and secure email
notifications to users with information about eligible or enrolled
patients before their upcoming appointments. The system also
captures investigators input via annotations on patient eligibility and
preferences on future status updates.

•

As of August 2015, the DCMS is tracking 159,893 patients on both
clinical operations and research cohorts. 134 research cohorts have
been established and track 64,473 patients. 51,192 of these have had
one or more genomic tests including MSK-IMPACT, comprising the
pool eligible for genotype-matched studies.

Automated eligibility screening and monitoring for
genotype-driven precision oncology trials
(Eubank MH, et al. JAMIA 2016)

Timeline of the Darwin Cohort Management System Development

Automated eligibility screening and monitoring for
genotype-driven precision oncology trials
(Eubank MH, et al. JAMIA 2016)

Application Components and Data Flows

Other notable papers in this
(Recruitment) category:
• Design, development and deployment of a Diabetes
Research Registry to facilitate recruitment in clinical
research
(Tan MH, et al. Cont Clin Trials. 2016)
– After 5 years, the DRR has over 5000 registrants. DRR
matches potential subjects interested in research with
approved clinical studies using study entry criteria
abstracted from their EHR. By providing large lists of
potentially eligible study subjects quickly, the DRR facilitated
recruitment in 31 clinical studies.
• Towards a privacy preserving cohort discovery framework
for clinical research networks. (Yuan J, et al. JBI 2017)
– Conclusion: PPCD services can be designed for clinical
research networks. The security construction presented in
this work specifically achieves high privacy guarantees by
preventing both threats originating from within and beyond
the network.

PROs, PHRs, and Patient
Perspectives

Active Use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and
Personal Health Records (PHRs) for Epidemiologic
Research: Sample Representativeness and Nonresponse
Bias in a Study of Women During Pregnancy
(Bower JK, et al. eGEMs 2017.)

• Introduction: Growing use of EHRs, PHRs presents
opportunities for population health researchers.
• Objective: to characterize PHR users and examine
sample representativeness and nonresponse bias in a
study of pregnant women recruited via the PHR.
• Design: Demographic characteristics were examined
for PHR users and nonusers.
• Enrolled study participants (responders, n=187) were
then compared with nonresponders and a
representative sample of the target population.

Active Use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) and
Personal Health Records (PHRs) for Epidemiologic
Research: Sample Representativeness and Nonresponse
Bias in a Study of Women During Pregnancy
(Bower JK, et al. eGEMs 2017.)
•

Results: PHR patient portal users (34 percent of eligible persons) were older
and more likely to be White, have private health insurance, and develop
gestational diabetes than nonusers. 11 percent (187/1,713) completed a selfadministered PHR-based questionnaire.

•

Participants: more likely to be non-Hispanic White (90 percent versus 79
percent) and married (85 percent versus 77 percent), and were less likely to
be Non-Hispanic Black (3 percent versus 12 percent) or Hispanic (3 percent
versus 6 percent).

•

Responders and nonresponders were similar regarding age distribution,
employment status, and health insurance status. Demographic characteristics
were similar between responders and nonresponders.

•

Discussion: Small study, low response rate. But… overall, early evidence
that: PHR may be an efficient method for recruiting and conducting
observational research with additional benefits of efficiency and costeffectiveness, but much watch demographic differences, at least for now

Integrating community-based participatory research and
informatics approaches to improve the engagement and
health of underserved populations.
(Unerti KM, et al. JAMIA 2016)

• OBJECTIVE: Compared 5 health informatics
research projects that applied community-based
participatory research (CBPR) approaches with the
goal of extending existing CBPR principles to address
issues specific to health informatics research.
• METHODS: Conducted a cross-case analysis of 5
diverse case studies with 1 common element:
integration of CBPR approaches into health
informatics research. Qualitatively examined cases for
success factors and barriers, and identified common
patterns across cases.

Other notable papers in this (PRO, PHRs, and
Perspectives) Category:
•

Integrating community-based participatory research and
informatics approaches to improve the engagement and health of
underserved populations. (Unerti KM, et al. JAMIA 2016)
– Qualitative assessment across 5 studies:
– CBPR approaches can be helpful, particularly in engaging populations that are
typically underserved by health care and in designing patient-facing technology.

•

Opportunities and challenges in the use of personal health data
for health research.
(Beitz MJ et al. JAMIA 2016)
– Huge opportunities for leverage trackables, etc.
– Challenges to the use of PHD for research were identified in six areas: data
ownership; data access for research; privacy; informed consent and ethics;
research methods and data quality; and the unpredictable nature of the rapidly
evolving ecosystem of devices, apps, and other services that leave "digital
footprints."
– Individuals reported willingness to anonymously share PHD if it would be used to
advance research for the good of the public.
– Potential for major ways to transform how health research is conducted.

Other notable papers in this (PRO, PHRs, and
Perspectives) Category:
•

Patient Perspectives on Sharing Anonymized Personal Health Data
Using a Digital System for Dynamic Consent and Research Feedback: A
Qualitative Study Monitoring Editor
(Spencer K, et al. JMIR 2016.)

•

Objective: To explore patient perspectives on the use of anonymized
health care data for research purposes.

•

To evaluate patient perceptions of a Dynamic Consent model and
electronic system to enable and implement ongoing communication
and collaboration between patients and researchers.

•

Conclusions: Patients from a range of socioeconomic backgrounds
viewed a digital system for Dynamic Consent positively, in particular,
feedback about data recipients and research results.

•

Implementation of a digital Dynamic Consent system promising, more
study needed

Other notable papers in this (PRO,
PHRs and Perspectives) category:
•

A method and software framework for enriching private biomedical sources
with data from public online repositories. (Anguia A, et al. JBI 2016)
– This paper presents a framework that automatically locates public data of interest to
the researcher and semantically integrates it with existing private datasets.
– The framework has been designed as an extension of traditional data integration
systems, and has been validated with an existing data integration platform from a
European research project by integrating a private biological dataset with data from
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).

Other notable papers in this (PRO,
PHRs and Perspectives) category:
•

Perceptions and Attitudes towards Medical Research in the United Arab
Emirates: Results from the Abu Dhabi Cohort Study (ADCS) Focus
Group Discussions (Obaid YE, et al. PLoS One. 2016)

•

Findings: Participants join research studies for varied, complex reasons,
notably altruism and personal relevance.

•

Authors propose specific actions to enhance participant recruitment, retention
and satisfaction in the ADCS. Also identified opportunities to improve the
research experience through improved study materials and communication to
participants and the broader community.

•

Adds to our understanding of perspectives from across globe and across
cultures. Confirms many similarities to prior such studies

EHRs and Learning Health
Systems

Collecting, Integrating, and Disseminating PatientReportedOutcomes for Research in a Learning
Healthcare System.
(Harle C, et al. eGEMs. 2016)
•

Introduction: Advances in health policy, research, and information technology
have converged to increase the electronic collection and use of patientreported outcomes (PROs).

•

Case Description: A novel information system for electronic PROs and
lessons learned in implementing that system to support research in an
academic health center.

•

The able software and processes that comprise the system serve three main
functions:
– (i) collecting electronic PROs in clinical care,
– (ii) integrating PRO data with non-patient generated clinical data, and
– (iii) disseminating data to researchers through the institution’s research informatics
infrastructure, including the i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the
Bedside) system.

Collecting, Integrating, and Disseminating Patient-Reported
Outcomes for Research in a Learning Healthcare System.
(Harle C, et al. eGEMs. 2016)

Collecting, Integrating, and Disseminating Patient-Reported
Outcomes for Research in a Learning Healthcare System.
(Harle C, et al. eGEMs. 2016)

Collecting, Integrating, and Disseminating Patient-Reported
Outcomes for Research in a Learning Healthcare System.
(Harle C, et al. eGEMs. 2016)

Collecting, Integrating, and Disseminating PatientReportedOutcomes for Research in a Learning
Healthcare System.
(Harle C, et al. eGEMs. 2016)
•

Strategies: Successful design and implementation was driven by
three overarching strategies.

•

First, selected and implemented multiple interfaced technologies to
support PRO collection, management, and research use.

•

Second, aimed to use standardized approaches to measuring PROs,
sending PROs between systems, and disseminating PROs.

•

Finally, we focused on using technologies and processes that aligned
with existing clinical research information management strategies
within our organization.

•

Conclusion: Early lessons for implementers and researchers
enhance the scale and sustainable use of systems for research use of
PROs.

Physicians’ perception of alternative displays of clinical research
evidence for clinical decision support – A study with case
vignettes (Slager SL, Weir CR, et al. Jour Biomed Informatics. Jan
2017)
•

Objective: To design alternate information displays that present
summaries of clinical trial results to clinicians to support decision-making;
and to compare the displays according to efficacy and acceptability.

•

Methods: A 6-between (information display presentation order) by 3-within
(display type) factorial design.
Two alternate displays were designed based on Information Foraging
theory:

•

– a narrative summary that reduces the content to a few sentences; and
– a table format that structures the display according to the PICO
(Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome) framework.
– The designs were compared with the summary display format available in
PubMed.
– Physicians were asked to review five clinical studies retrieved for a case
vignette; and were presented with the three display formats.

Physicians’ perception of alternative displays of clinical research
evidence for clinical decision support – A study with case vignettes
(Slager SL, Weir CR, et al. Jour Biomed Informatics. Jan 2017)

Physicians’ perception of alternative displays of clinical research evidence for
clinical decision support – A study with case vignettes (Slager SL, Weir CR, et
al. Jour Biomed Informatics. Jan 2017)

• The scenario
• Three displays tested with each subjects…

Physicians’ perception of alternative displays of clinical research evidence for
clinical decision support – A study with case vignettes (Slager SL, Weir CR, et
al. Jour Biomed Informatics. Jan 2017)

Physicians’ perception of alternative displays of clinical research evidence for
clinical decision support – A study with case vignettes (Slager SL, Weir CR, et
al. Jour Biomed Informatics. Jan 2017)

Physicians’ perception of alternative displays of clinical research evidence for
clinical decision support – A study with case vignettes (Slager SL, Weir CR, et
al. Jour Biomed Informatics. Jan 2017)

Physicians’ perception of alternative displays of clinical research
evidence for clinical decision support – A study with case
vignettes (Slager SL, Weir CR, et al. Jour Biomed Informatics. Jan
2017)
•

Results: 20 physicians completed the study. Overall, participants
rated the table display more highly than either the text summary or
PubMed’s summary format (5.9 vs. 5.4 vs. 3.9 on a scale between
1 [strongly disagree] and 7 [strongly agree]).

•

Conclusion: The table format reduced physicians’ perceived
cognitive effort when quickly reviewing clinical trial information and
was more favorably received by physicians than the narrative
summary or PubMed’s summary format display.

•

As we work to translate knowledge into practice, this kind of work is
very informative.

Other notable papers in this (EHRs/LHS) category:
•

'Learn From Every Patient': Implementation and Early Results
of a Learning Health System (LP Lowes et al. Dev Med Child
Neurol. 2016)
– Pragmatic example in Pediatric setting of operationalizing a LHS model
for a particular condition.

•

Creating Local Learning Health Systems: Think Globally, Act
Locally. (Smoyer WE, et al. JAMA 2016)
– Viewpoint on considerations from multi-stakeholder perspective on
operationalizing LHS at local site
– Realignment/rethinking of roles, resources, etc.

•

Patient-Centered Network of Learning Health Systems:
Developing a resource for clinical translational research
(Rutten, LJF, et al. J. Clin Trans Science. 2017)
– PCORI supported CDRN focused on enabling the PCORNET vision –
with an LHS focus. Description of the network.
– Another example of LHS thread weaving through what we do in CRI.

Other notable papers in this (EHRs/LHS) category:
•

Clinician Engagement For Continuous Learning. (Platt R, et al. National
Academy of Medicine Perspectives. 2017.)
– A discussion paper that advances the vision of a continuously learning health system,
focusing on actions to foster more active engagement of front-line clinicians.
– Spoiler alert: they should be involved in design of research studies!

CRI Education and Training

Core informatics competencies for clinical and translational
scientists: what do our customers and collaborators need to
know? (Valenta et al. JAMIA 2016)
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Long tradition (since 2006) of
developing and updating core
competencies for Clinical and
Translational Science (CTS) trainees.
By 2009, 14 competency domains,
including biomedical informatics, had
been identified and published.
Still, most programs have limited
education (Figure 1)
Given rapid changes, update needed
Robus and inclusive process to put forth
a new set of competencies
Endorsed by AMIA Clinical Research
Informatics Workgroup of AMIA.
A model for development and revision of
competencies over time.

Figure 1: Survey of Education committee participants
regarding which scenario best describes the training
available at their institution for C & T scientists (multiple
answers allowed). Percentages based on 31 responding
sites. Duplicate answers from the same site were omitted.

Other articles in: CRI Education and Training
•

Analysis of professional competencies for the clinical research
data management profession: implications for training and
professional certification. (Zozus MN, et al. JAMIA 2017)
– Survey of CRDMs over 91 professional competencies
– Findings scope the profession, serve as a foundation for the next
revision of the Certified Clinical Data Manager exam.
– Helps inform the content of graduate degree programs or tracks in areas
including CRI

•

A scoping review of competencies for scientific editors of
biomedical journals. (Galipeau J, et al. BMC Med. 2016)
– Scoping review is the first attempt to systematically identify possible
competencies of editors.
– Step toward developing minimum set of core competencies for scientific
editors of biomedical journals – next steps: a training needs
assessment, a Delphi exercise, and a consensus meeting.

Other articles in: CRI Education and Training
•

Data literacy training needs of biomedical researchers. (Federer
LM, et al. J Med Libr Assoc. 2016)
– Small sample, but interesting study on data literacy among NIHassociated researchers and staff
– Conclusion: Most respondents did not have any formal training in data
literacy. Respondents considered most tasks highly relevant to their
work but rated their expertise in tasks lower.
– Oh, and, librarians are awesome and underutilized to rectify this!

•

The training of next generation data scientists in biomedicine
(Garmire LX, et al. Pac Symp Biocomput. 2016)
– Context: growing need for training related specifically to BD2K efforts –
particularly K01 mentored scientist career awards
– Addresses specific trainings needed in representative data science
areas, in order to make the next generation of data scientists in
biomedicine.

CRI Policy & Perspectives:

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
•

Health IT vendors and the academic community: The 2014 ACMI
debate
– McCray et al. JBI April 2016.

•

Crossing the health IT chasm: considerations and policy
recommendations to overcome current challenges and enable
value-based care (Adler-Milstein J, et al. JAMIA 2017)

•

Pragmatic (trial) informatics: a perspective from the NIH Health Care
Systems Research Collaboratory. Richesson RL et al.
– 4 broad categories of informatics-related challenges:
• (1) using clinical data for research, (2) integrating data from heterogeneous
systems, (3) using electronic health records to support intervention delivery or
health system change, and (4) assessing and improving data capture to define
study populations and outcomes.
• These challenges impact the validity, reliability, and integrity of PCTs.
• Informs work to enable PCTs and LHS.

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
•

•

Intersection of CRI and Precision Health Informatics:
– Million Veteran Program: A mega-biobank to study genetic influences
on health and disease
• John Michael Gaziano, et al. J. Clin. Epid. 2016
An informatics research agenda to support precision medicine:
seven key areas
• Tenenbaum JD et al. JAMIA 2016Clinical Research Informatics for Big
Data and Precision Medicine.

•

Clinical Research Informatics for Big Data and Precision Medicine.
• Weng C, Kahn MG. Yearb Med Inform. 2016

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
• Information Needs and Organizational Dynamics
• Data management in clinical research: Synthesizing
stakeholder perspectives
– Johnson SB, JBI 2016
• Key cost drivers of pharmaceutical clinical trials in the
United States.
– Sertkaya A, et al. Clin Trials. 2016

• Retooling institutional support infrastructure for clinical
research
– Snyder DC, Cont Clin Trials. 2016

CRI Policy & Perspectives:
• Data Access and Policy Factors
• Health information exchanges—Unfulfilled promise as a
data source for clinical research
– Parker C, et al. IJMI 2016

• Facilitating biomedical researchers’ interrogation of
electronic health record data: Ideas from outside of
biomedical informatics
– Hruby G et al. JBI 2016

• Reconsidering Anonymization-Related Concepts
and the Term "Identification" Against the Backdrop
of the European Legal Framework.
– Sariyar M, Schlünder I. Biopreserv Biobank. 2016.

Notable CRI-Related Events
• Launch of new journal:
– Learning Health Systems –
C. Friedman, Editor-in-Chief

• Yearbook of Medical Informatics
– Clinical Research Informatics
Contributions from 2015.
• Daniel C, Choquet R. 2016

Notable CRI-Related Events
• Common Rule changes:
– Finalized Jan 19, 2017
– Key provisions:
• Does NOT require consent for biospecimens
• New flexibilities to use single IRBs for multiinstitutional research studies;
• Enables broad consent for future research
using stored identifiable data
• New exemptions for secondary research
involving identifiable private information.

Notable CRI-Related Events
• NIH news:
– NLM events
• New Director – Dr.

Patti Brennan

– NCATS activity
• CTSA Coordinating Center
• CD2H Informatics Coordinating Center opportunity

Notable CRI-Related Events
• More form NLM: final rule for ClinicalTrials.gov
– Final Rule for Clinical Trials Registration and Results
Information Submission (42 CFR Part 11).
– The final rule clarifies and expands requirements for
submitting clinical trial registration and results information
to ClinicalTrials.gov
– The final rule is intended to make it clear to sponsors,
investigators, and the public which trials must be reported,
when they must be reported, and whether compliance with
requirements has been achieved.
– Effective: January 18, 2017; Compliance: April 18, 2017.

• Uncertainty about ONC/CMS efforts…
– Meaningful use, MACRA, MIPS, etc.
– Impact on EHRs/use, and therefore impacts to CRI

Notable CRI-Related Events
• NIH budget increase requested…
– President has proposed an overall budget increase of $825
million for the NIH in fiscal year 2017 compared with 2016. That
money would be reserved for three efforts: the NCI's "moonshot"
initiative, the Precision Medicine Initiative cohort program, and
the BRAIN program.

Notable CRI-Related Events
• NIH budget increase requested…
– President has proposed an overall budget increase of $825
million for the NIH in fiscal year 2017 compared with 2016. That
money would be reserved for three efforts: the NCI's "moonshot"
initiative, the Precision Medicine Initiative cohort program, and
the BRAIN program.

• Sorry – that was last year’s slide…
• Proposed cut of $5.8B next year
• As of this morning: NIH budget to be reduced by $1.2B in
2017

In Summary…
• Informatics approaches in CRI continue to accelerate
– Much more activity than in years past
– I’m sure it will only continue!

• CRI maturing and clearly driving science
• Multiple groups/initiatives converging on common
needs to advance the field
• CRI initiatives and investments beginning to realize
the vision of the “learning health system”
• Despite uncertainty, no question CRI is and will
remain relevant
• A very exciting time to be in CRI!

Thanks!
Special thanks to those who suggested
articles/events to highlight, particularly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neil Sarkar
Justin Starren
Rachel Richesson
Philip Payne
Chunhua Weng
Adam Wilcox
Jeff Smith

Thanks!
pembi@regenstrief.org
Twitter: @embimd
Slideshow, files: http://www.embi.net/

